In the beginning of October in 4 groups with 16 teams Traffic organization team placed in second group and with predomination against opponent leads the way to semifinal. In this stage traffic organization defeat experienced team of physical training of Mashhad Municipality and take the path to the final of these competition.

Sunday in the final of tournament that was dated in 4/11/2012 traffic organization team faced young team of 4th region. In a close game they reached equal and in decisive final set 4th region team won with prominence of having 2 professional players, reports by public relation department of transportation & traffic organization of Mashhad Municipality.

At the end Emami CEO of traffic organization that is an old wrestler of his own time in a message congratulates traffic organization on their victory as second in this festival and praised player’s effort and technical staff in both volleyball and Basketball teams then said:

In recent years we have witnessed significant progress in the organization sport, I hope this success continues to be a groining movement.